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Preface

These notes were written by Dr D.M. Brink and cover the four lectures on
"Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions" given by him in August 1989 at the
Australian National University. The appended figures and tables (see figures
A.I - A. 11 and tables A.I - A.4) were presented at the lectures but were not in
the original notes. It is hoped that this additional material will aid the reader
in obtaining a better understanding of "Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions.



RELATIVISTIC HEAVY ION REACTIONS

David M. Brink

Department of Theoretical Physics, 1 Keble Rd., Oxford 0X1 3NP, UK

ABSTRACT: The theory of quantum chromodynamics predicts that
if nuclear matter is heated to a sufficiently high temperature then
quarks might become deconfined and a quark-gluon plasma could be
produced. One of the aims of relativistic heavy ion experiments is to
search for this new state of matter. These lectures survey some of
the new experimental results and give an introduction to the theories
used to interpret them.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the conventional model of nuclear structure normal nuclear
matter is made of neutrons and protons. Each nucleon is composed of three
quarks. A proton consists of the combination (uud) of two u-quarks each with
charge number 2/3 and one d-quark with charge number -1/3. A neutron is a
(udd) combination. Free quarks have not been found in nature, and no reaction
has been observed in which a nucleon is broken up into its constituent quarks.
Quantum chromodynamics explain this by the confinement hypothesis. Quarks
are confined in nucleons because of colour symmetry. The quarks carry a colour
quantum number which takes three values, but only the colour singlet combination
can occur in nature. This symmetry restriction does not allow free quarks but it
does allow the quark combinations which correspond to the known hadrons.

The colour symmetry restriction should also allow quarks to form larger
clusters. There is no reason, in principle, why the 12. quarks in the 4 nucleons of
a 4He nucleus should not clump together rather than remain confined inside the
individual neutrons and protons. It just does not seem to happen in normal nuclei.
The theory of QCD predicts that at a sufficiently high temperature there should
be a deconfinement phase transition. Above the transition point the quarks would
leave the nucleons and move in a common region of space to form some kind
of quark matter. The deconfinement transition is somewhat analogous to the
ionization of ordinary matter at a high enough temperature. Ordinary ionized
matter is called a plasma and its properties are governed by the balance between



the free charges which produce electromagnetic fields and the forces on the charges
due to the fields. Deconfined quark matter is often called a quark-gluon plasma
and there are interactions between colour charges and colour fields analogous to
those in the electrical plasma. Gluons in QCD are the analogues of photons in
quantum electrodynamics. They are the quanta of the QCD field.

One of the aims of relativistic heavy ion reactions is to produce the quark-
gluon plasma. In a high energy reaction the nucleons in the nuclei involved interact
very strongly and a lot of energy of relative motion is transformed into excitation
energy. The temperature could rise to a high enough value for the quark decon-
finement transition to occur. The deconfined phase is expected to last only for
a limited time. The quark-gluon plasma would expand and cool and eventually
transform back into ordinary hadromc matter. At the hadronization or "freeze-
out" stage many particles would be produced, nucleons, pions, kaons, deltas etc.
The experimental problem is to find some signal of the formation of the deconfined
phase. How can an intermediate state, which consists of some sort of deconfined
quark matter, be distinguished from one consisting of ordinary hadronic matter?
One possibility is that the energy and momentum distribution of the fragments
could be changed by the formation of the plasma, another is that there might be
an enhancement or suppression of the formation of certain products, a third is
that the spacial or temporal extension of the intermediate stage might be affected.

The current experimental status of relativistic heavy ion reactions was re-
viewed at the Quarkmatter '88' conference by Braun-Munzinger and Stachel [1].
At present there are six large experimental set-ups at the CERN SPS accelera-
tor and three at the BNL AGS complex. The CERN accelerator produces beams
of 16O and 32S nuclei with energy per nucleon Elab/A = 60 GeV and 200 GeV.
At Brookhaven the projectiles are the same as at CERN and the energies are
Eiab/A = 14.5 GeV. Because of the high energies the results of experiments mea-
sure variables which are expressed in terms of relativistic quantities like light cone
variables, rapidity and transverse momentum. These are defined in section 2 of
these notes and some of the experiments are described in section 3.

The detectors in an experiment see only the final products of a reaction.
How is it possible to find out if a quark-gluon plasma was produced as an in-
termediate stage? One way to proceed is to make the hypothesis that there is
no exotic quark matter stage in a relativistic heavy ion reaction, but that the
collision is just a superposition of independent nucleon-nucleon collisions. If a
model constructed with this hypothesis fits the experimental data then the ex-
periment gives no evidence for the formation of a quark-gluon plasma. Several
phenomenological models of multiparticle production based on the hypothesis of
independent nucleon-nucleon collisions have been developed and their predictions
have been compared with experimental data. There is an introduction to one of
these models, the LUND model, in section 4 of these notes.

If a quark-gluon plasma is formed then models are needed to predict the
consequences of its formation. The models used at present assume that the re-
action proceeds in three stages. In the first stage the plasma is formed. Then it
expands and cools. Finally it breaks up into the reaction products. The expan-



sion and cooling are normally studied using a hydrodynamic model. We need an
equation of state and a set of initial conditions in order to solve the hydrodynamic
equations. An introduction to the equation of state of the plasma is given in sec-
tion 5 and the hydrodynamical equations together with the initial conditions are
discussed in section 6. The various factors which influence the hadronization stage
are considered in section 7.

I will introduce two more specialized topics at the end of the course. One is
the production of J/i/> particles in rela,tivistic heavy-ion reactions and the other is
the investigation of the spacial and temporal extension of the intermediate stage
of the reaction by pion interferometry,

2. SOME DEFINITIONS

This section contains definitions of some quantities which are used in studies
of relativistic heavy ion collisions. When discussing this topic it is the custom to
use units where the velocity of light is c = 1. A particle with rest mass m moving
with speed v has a total energy E = jm where 7 = l / \ / l — v2. The z-axis is
chosen to be parallel to the direction of the incident beam. The components of
momentum parallel and perpendicular to this direction {PZ,PT)

 a r e related to the
corresponding velocity components by pz = ymvz and pi = 'fmvp- The relation
between the energv and momentum can be written as

' o .

E2 = m2 + p2
T + pi = m2

T + p2
z. (1 )

The transverse mass TTIT of a particle is related to its rest mass m by m^ = m2+p2r.
Both mT and py a r e invariant for Lorentz transformations parallel to the z-axis.

The results of many relativistic heavy-ion experiments are expressed in
terms of rapidities. The rapidity y of a particle is defined by

E+p,
E -p. mT

i , E+p, . E + pz x 1 + I K
y = 2ln -5— =ln = 5ln 1 — (2)

1 E p m l-v
It is related to the z-component of the particle velocity by

vz = tanhy.

Eq.(2) leads to some simple relations between E,pz,rriT and y

y, (3)

E = mj- cosh y, px = mrsinhy. (4)

Equation (4) shows that the rapidity corresponds to an imaginary rotation angle
in the space of 4-vectors. The relativistic velocity addition formula has a very
simple form when written in terms of rapidity. A frame of reference 5' moves with



velocity V in the z-direction relative to a frame S, The rapidity y' of a particle in
the frame 5' is related to its rapidity y in S by

y = y + Y

where V = tanhF. The analogy with rotations clarifies this addition property
of rapidities. The Brookhaven AGS accelerator produces heavy-ion beams with
momentum per nucleon piab/A ~ 14.5 GeV/c. The rapidity of ions in such a
beam is y w 3.4. Beams with pub/A = 60 or 200 GeV/c at the CERN SPS have
rapidities y = 4.8 or 6.0 respectively. The rapidity and other relativistic quantities
are discussed in more detail in the book on relativistic kinematics by Byckling and
Kajante [2].

The momentum components pz ant px of a charged particle can be measured
by deflection in a magnetic field. But it is also necessary to know either its energy
or its rest mass in order to evaluate its rapidity. The mass is known if the particle
can be identified but particle identification in an experiment is not always possible.
For this reason experimental results are often expressed in terms of the pseudo-
rapidity 7) defined by

r] = ln(cot 0/2) (5)

where 9 = tan"1 (v?j'vt) is the angle between the direction of the particle velocity
and the z-axis. The rapidity and pseudo rapidity are almost equal provided the
particle is highly relativistic (E » m) and 9 is not too small. We have E « p
and PT ~ rn,T provided 7sin# >> 1. When these conditions are satisfied

P + P: . 1 + COS 0
y « In = In —:—-— = ln(cot 8/2) — 77.

PT sm"
Light-cone variables are sometimes used in calculations ( eg. the Lund

model). The light cone momenta ( p + , p _ ) are defined as

P± = E±Pz (6)

and are related by p+p- = m?. In a nucleon-nucleon collision

a + b-^c + X (7)

where b is the beam particle and a is the target particle , the nucleons a and
b produce a particle c together with other fragments X. We use the notation
E = ao,pz = az for the energy and z-component of momentum for the particle a
and similarly for b and c. The light-cone variable for projectile fragmentation x+

is defined as

bo + oz

and the light-cone variable for target fragmentation X- is defined as

<z0 — az



Both x+ and x_ are relativisticly invariant quantities. They are related to the
rapidities of the particles a, b and c by

^ e x p ( y - y 6 ) (9)

x- = ——exp(ya -yc) (10).

In these equations mCT is the transverse mass of c and m/v is the nucleon mass.
The energy of a reaction like (7) is sometimes specified by the invariant

quantity 5 defined by
s = (Ea + Eb)

2-(Pa+Pb)
2.

It is equal to the square of the total energy in the centre-of-mass system because
then (pa + pb) = 0. In the laboratory system p& = 0, Ei, = mb and E\ — p\ = rn\.
Hence

l l 2mbEiab.

A 200 GeV proton has ^/s = 19.6 GeV.
Relativistic heavy ion experiments often measure a quantity called the trans-

verse energy defined as
^ i S i n 6 i . (11)

where E{ is the energy of the zth reaction product and #,• is the angle between
its path and the z-axis. The measured E{ for a meson is its total energy, while
for a baryon it does not include the nucleon rest mass. If the products are highly
relativistic then the transverse energy is approximately the same as the transverse
momentum, Ei sin B{ ~ pxi- In this limit ET is approximately invariant for Lorentz
transformations parallel to the z-axis. The transverse energy gives a measure of
the energy deposition in relativistic collisions. There is a kinematical limit [3]

• (A + B)mn

= [{A2 +B2+ 2EbAB/mn)2 -A-B]mn. (12)

where Eb is the laboratory energy of the projectile, mn is the nucleon rest mass and
.4 and B are the number of participants in the target and projectile respectively.
This limit corresponds to all the reaction products moving in the transverse direc-
tion in the centre-of-mass system. In the case of an incident beam with an energy
of 200 GeV per nucleon the kinematical limit is ETmax

 = 17.5 GeV for protons
on a proton target, 47 GeV for protons on a lead target and 500 GeV for a central
collision of an oxygen beam on a lead target (taking A = 56. CERN experiments
measure values of ET up to 60% of ETmax while some BNL experiments measure
ET~ETmax [3].



3. EXPERIMENTS

At the present time there are several large experiments running at CERN .
and at the BNL AGS complex which aim to study relativistic heavy-ion collisions. I S e c
A recent survey of these expsriments was given at the Quark Matter 1988 Con- -L \ \
ference by Braun-Munzinger and Stachel [1]. The information in this section is * ' t s

taken from their paper and from more detailed reports of individual groups. The ^_\ ^ ^
experimental set-ups include large detectors to measure the overall energy flow of . \
reaction products together with more specialized detectors for particle identifica- " •
tion, correlation measurements, and so on. As an example I will discuss the CERN
WASO experiment. Details of the experiment together with some early results are
given in the proceedings of the Quark Matter 1987 Conference [4,5].

The WA80 set-up includes two calorimeters, the Mid-Rapidity Calorimeter f S>-ee,
(MIRAC) and the Zero-Degree Calorimeter (ZDC). MIRAC measures the trans-
verse energy produced in the reaction on an event-by-event basis and covers the V\caut-e.
pseudo-rapidity range 2.4 < 77 < 5,5. The ZDC is located l lm from the target •. \
and measures the total energy of particles which pass through the beam hole in K . \
MIRAC. It collects charged reaction products with 9{ < 0.3 deg corresponding to
a pseudo-rapidity r\ > 6. An important aspect of a relativistic heavy-ion collision
is that the collision geometry is determined by the sizes of the target and projectile
nuclei, the impact parameter and the overlap volume. The ZDC energy spectrum
of an event can be used to give an indication of the impact parameter. Consider
for example a 16O + 197Au collision. Events with low ZDC energies result from
central collisions where the oxygen projectile is stopped by the gold target nucleus
and produces only a few product particles at angles less than 0.3 deg. Events with
large ZDC energies are due to peripheral collisions. In such a collision only a few
nucleons in the oxygen projectile interact with the target. The remainder continue
in the forward direction and are collected by the ZDC [4].

A unique feature of WASO is the nearly 47T sr coverage for the measurement
of the charged particle multiplicity. There are several detectors which measure
the number of charged particles produced in an event in different angular regions.
The target is surrounded by a Plastic Ball which detects charged particles in the
angular range 9 > 30 deg (rj < 1.3). A Large-Angle Multiplicity detector (LAM)
covers the angular range 30 > 6 > 10 deg, while the Mid-Rapidity Multiplicity
detector (MIRAM) covers the range 13 > 9 > 1 deg.

The beam rapidity in a CERN experiment at 200 Gev per nucleon is y — 6.
Events with high rapidity (y > 4.5) are likely to be associated with remanants of
the projectile. This is called the projectile fragmentation region. In a reaction
with a light projectile and a heavy target some of the target nucleons will be
participants in the reaction and some will be spectators. The spectators and some
of the participants will give rise to reaction products with low rapidity (y < 1.5).
These products belong to the target fragmentation region. The mid-rapidity region
(1.5 < 77 < 4.5) or central region is considered to be the most interesting one. If a
quark-gluon plasma or some other exotic form of matter is formed in the reaction
then the clearest signals are likely to appear in the central region because the
particles with intermediate rapidities have probably had the strongest interactions.



The typical shape of a transverse energy distribution is shown in fig. 1.
The curves correspond to preliminary data from the NA35 collaboration [6] for
S+S and S+Au collisions for a beam energy of 200 GeV per nucleon. The pseudo-
rapidity range is 2.2 < 77 < 3,6 which corresponds to the central region as defined
in the last paragraph. Similar Ex distributions for different target and projectile
distributions and different pseudo-rapidity ranges have been obtained by other
groups [6,7,8,9,10],
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Fig.l Sketch of typical transverse energy distributions for two reac-
tions. The scales correspond to NA35 collaboration expreiments at
200 GeV/u for a rapidity interval 2.2 < rj < 3.6.

To a first approximation the shape of the Ex distribution corresponds to
that expected if the nucleons i: the projectile interact with the target indepen-
dently. The transverse energy differential cross-section can be estimated by fold-
ing the transverse energy distributions of the individual nucleon-nucleus collisions (̂  Sc -c
[11,12]. The low Ex part of the distribution corresponds to glancing collisions with p
large impact parameter, where only a few nucleons enter the target. The large Ex
limit corresponds to head-on collisions. The agreement between the experimen-
tal results and the folded distributions is reasonably good. There are, however,
discrepancies in the details which might be significant [13].

In his opening talk at the Quark Matter '88' conference Jacob [14] pointed



out that the first aim of the relativistic heavy-ion experiments was to obtain large
excitation energies. As discussed in section 2 the transverse energy ET gives a
measure of the energy deposited. For 200 GeV/n 0 + Au and S + Au in the
pseudo-rapidity interval 2.2 < r\ < 3.6 the NA35 collaboration measures ET at
one percent of the plateau cross section to be ET

ax[ = 150 GeV and 275 GeV.
Using other data they estimate the corresponding numbers for the larger interval
- . 1 < T] < 3.6 to be ET

ail - 245 Gev and 405 GeV respectively. These values
correspond to 0.63 and 0.59 of the kinematical limit discussed in the last section.

One striking result of the WAS0 experiment is the similarity of the trans-
verse energy (ET) and charged particle multiplicity distributions for reaction prod-
ucts in the central rapidity region. The value of ET per charged particle lies be-
tween 0.5 and 0.6 GeV for interactions between an oxygen projectile and various P
targets at 60 and 200 A GeV [15]. l < 3 "

Each of the CERN experiments NA34(Helios),NA35, NA38 and WASO has N •
calorimeters operating in certain pseudo-rapidity ranges and at the same time
measures some more specialized aspects of the reaction. For example Na35 mea-
sures transverse momentum (p?) distributions of pions, and strange particles, and
studies two-pion interferometry. The Na38 experiment has a di-muon detector
to study the production of J/-0 particles. The WA80 experiment also contains a
more specialized detector SAPHIR. It is an electromagnetic calorimeter consisting
of 1278 lead glass modules that can detect photons which are produced by direct
processes or by the decay of short-lived particles such as neutral pions. This detec-
tor has been used to measure transverse momentum (pr) distributions of neutral
pions which are identified by their decay photons (TT0 —* 27) [16]. The BNL accel-
erator operates at an energy lower than CERN but measures similar observables.
The BNL ES02 experiment has a powerful time of flight particle identification sys-
tem. References to some of the recent results of these collaborations will be given
later in the lecture notes.

4. INDEPENDENT NUCLEON-NUCLEON COLLISION MODELS

A benchmark for the interpretation of relativistic heavy-ion experiments is
the comparison of experimental results with predictions of independent nucleon-
nucleon collision models. The Lund Model [17,18,19] and the Dual Parton Model
[20] are examples of extrapolations from the phenomenology of pp collisions to
predictions about nucleus-nucleus collisions. The dual parton model has been
extended and applied to the analysis of experimental results in a number of papers
by Werner [21]. A simplified version of these multiple-collision models has been
published recently by Wong and Lu [22]. These are all examples of "wounded
nucleon string" models. The number of interactions is calculated using classical
Glauber (straight-line) geometry. Interactions are assumed to lead to excitation
of the nucleons into string-like configurations. Because of time dilation the strings
fragment into hadrons on a long time scale and the excitation and fragmentation
are treated as independent processes. The details of the fragmentation are adjusted
to fit the properties of pp data.



Before discussing some of the details of the Lund model I will give some
simple geometrical considerations which apply to all .the multiple collision mod-
els. A nucleon-nucleus collision is described using straight line Glauber geometry.
When the projectile passes through the nucleus it collides with and excites u nu-
cleons. If the incident nucleon has an impact parameter 6 a thickness function can
be defined by

Tt(b) = JPt(b,z)dz (13)

where the nucleon density is normalized to unity. The average number of nucleons
in the target participating in the reaction is

< v > = annAtT{b) (14)

where ann = 29.4 mb [23] is the cross-section fcr a nucleon-nucleon collision and
At is the number of nucleons in the target.

For the case of a nucleus-nucleus collision the average number of participants
in the target is

= .4, J d2sTt(s)[l - (1 - Tp(b - s)<rnn)
A>].Wt = .4, J d2sTt(s)[l - (1 - Tp(b - s)<rnn)

A>]. (15)

There is a similar expression for Wp, the average number of participants in the
projectile. If the absorption is strong enough and the nuclear densities are assumed
to be uniform with sharp surfaces these expressions can be simplified to give an
estimate for the total number of participants

W = Wt + Wp = f d2s[AtTt(s) + ApTp{s - b)) (16)

where Se/j is the transverse area of overlap of the two nuclei. For a central collision
with Ap < At this expression gives

W(0) = A, + -4,(1 - (1 - (V^) 2 / 3 ) 3 / 2 ) - (17)

Hadrons are treated as vortex lines in a superconducting vacuum in the
Lund model. A vortex line consists of a hard core surrounded by a damped
field. This field is equivalent to a field formed by coloured dipoles, lined up along
the vortex line. In a nucleon-nucleon collision the fields overlap and the dipole
links are treated as partons which may exchange momenta. Many incoherent
momentum transfers will lead to a substantial excitation of the strings. The total
transverse momentum exchange is assumed to be small and the important part is
the longitudinal transferred momentum. After a collision the nucleons are assumed
to be stretched out into excited strings with the same colour structure as the
original strings. The Lund model assumes no colour exchange. In this it differs
from the Dual Parton Model.



Ai the parton level the momentum transfer is calculated using the Feynman wee
parton spectrum [18], In terms of light-cone variables p+ = E+pz and p_ = E~p~
the probability distribution in the final state can be written as

d ^ d p :

A. pr-
The superscripts indicate whether the particle is moving to the left or to the right.
The corresponding p+ and pL are given by momentum conservation. After the
collision the masses of the two objects are calculated using p+p- = m^.

The following simple physical picture is useful. An excited meson in the
string model consists of a quark-antiquark pair connected by a coloured string. The
total excitation energy oscillates between kinetic energy of the quarks and potential
energy of the string. The string tension is a constant K which is independent of
the extension. A string of length I has a potential energy id. The numerical value
of the tension is K PH 1 GeV/fm or/tRJ 0.2 GeV2. The conversion factor between
these two numbers is Tic — 197 MeV frn ~ 0.2 GeV fm. An excited nucleon is
similar except that there are three quarks, a di-quark pair at one end of the string
and a single quark at the other end. The di-quark pair has tii-'1 properties of an
antiquark.

The Lund hadronization model [17,27] is used to describe the fragmentation
of the excited strings. Consider an excited meson represented by a string with a
quark q at one end and an antiquark q at the other. The meson decays into a
pair of mesons by breaking the string with the creation of a q~\ q\ pair at the point
of scission. The two fragments consist of the strings qq\ and q\q. The meson
can also decay into a baryon-antibaryon pair. In that case a quark pair and an
antiquark pair are created at the scission point. String breaking is a quantum
tunnelling process and the probability of scission is proportional to exp(—7T/J2/K)
where y. is the meson mass and K is the string tension [17]. Transverse momentum
distributions are obtained by replacing /i2 by the square of the transverse mass
m\ = \i2 + p\ in this formula. Thus the transverse momentum has a universal
form exp(—7rpj./«) which depends on the string tension parameter K. Predictions
made with this formula do not agree well with the experimental data of the NA35
collaboration [6] and the model for the py distribution is clearly too simple.

String breaking is a dynamical process and momentum and energy can
shared between the fragments in different ways. The Lund model allows a string to
break into several fragments, but assumes that the scission points have a space-like
separation. Then there is no causal connection between the breaks amd they can
be considered as independent events. As no production point is more fundamental
than another the fragmentation can be calculated by starting at either end of
the string ang working along it. Starting with the meson produced by the break
nearest the end of the string which contains the original quark q plus the antiquark
q~\ the fragmentation is discussed in terms of a light cone variable

\O



which is invariant for Lorentz transformations parallel to the z-axis. It is assumed
to have a probability distribution f(z). After the first break the remaining system
is very similar. The leading quark q is replaced by qi and the process is repeated.
This procedure leads to an integral equation for the fragmentation [17,27]. The
form of the probability distribution f(z) is determined by symmetry arguments
to be

where JJL is the meson mass and the three parameters iV, a and b are related by
a normalization condition. The implementation of this procedure is discussed in
ref.[27].

The Lund model gives a good description of the charged particle multi-
plicity, transverse energy production and pion transverse momentum distributions
in high energy nucleon-nucleon collisions. One simple feature of multiplicity dis-
tributions P(n) in high energy nucleon-nucleon collisions is Koba-Nielsen-Olesen
(KNO) scaling [25;26]. This states

< n > P(n) = if>(n/ < n >) \ \

where v is an energy independent scaling function. The Lund model reproduces
this scaling behaviour [18]. Experimental evidence for this scaling law has been
presented by Arnison et al [26], They also point out that the average ET per sec-
ondary particle is about 0.5 GeV, quite similar to the value in relativistic nucleus-
nucleus collisions. KNO scaling in string models has been discussed recently by
Werner [21]. He shows that a certain scaling of string masses leads to KNO scaling.

The Lund model describes a nucleon-nucleus collision as a succession of
nucleon-nucleon collisions. When the projectile passes through the target nucleus
it collides with u nucleons. The projectile does not have time to fragment between
subcollisions and after each subcollision the mass of the projectile increases. After
the interaction we are left with [v -f 1) excited strings, v from the target and one
from the projectile. These strings fragment independently. The distribution of
participating nucleons, v, is calculated by the procedure described in ref [18]. It
is obtained by assuming a Woods-Saxon distribution for the nuclear density and
by using a straight line Glauber geometry.

In the Lund model the step to a nucleus-nucleus collision is straightforward.
Both the projectile and target constituents are distributed according to Woods-
Saxon density distributions and the two nuclei are made to interact at a random
impact parameter. Using a straight line geometry the number of subcollisions is
recorded and the excitation of the participating nuclei is calculated. The excited
nucleons then decay according to the Lund Monte Carlo program for jet frag-
mentation [27]. The Lund model is implemented in a Monte Carlo programme
called FRITIOF. (Fritiof is the hero in a Scandanaviain saga. His adventures are
recorded in a poem by Esias Tenger. Various subroutines in the programme are
named after other characters in the programme. For example INGEBORG is his
fiancee and ANGURVADEL is his sword.)

t \



FRITIOF is an event generator.The output of each run records the results of
one collision. It gives the number of participants and the impact parameter of the
collision and then goes on to list the particles produced together with, their energy
and the components of their momenta. One example of a peripheral collision given JL \ \
in ref [19] has three participants and produces 38 secondary particles. The event
produces 13 pions, 14 direct gamma rays as well as kaons,deltas, and rho and rv ."i a<v
eta mesons. The short lived particles will decay before they are detected and the } \ >4\ O /
program has an option to allow the decay. Photon production in the Lund model p .
has been discussed in a recent article by Anderson et al [ 28]. "T\ejWr-<-

Wounded nucleon string models like FRITIOF provide baselines to which P\.(^> )
new data can be compared. It is hoped that new physics can be identified by
systematic deviations of the experimental data from such baselines. Predictions
of the Lund model have been compared with experimental data in a number of
papers. Sorenson et al. [4] show that the predictions of the transverse energy
spectra are qualitatively correct but that there are systematic deviations at the
high energy end. Werner [21] finds a similar effect in his calculations.

5. THE QUARK-GLUON PLASMA

In normal nuclear matter quarks are confined inside hadrons because of
restrictions on the colour degree of freedom. Calculations based on quantum
chromodynamics suggest that colour should no longer be confined at sufficiently
high temperatures or at high enough quark density. Quark deconfinement probably
requires temperatures in excess of 200 MeV at low quark density or densities in
excess of five times the nuclear density at low temperature. It is hoped that such
high temperatures or densities can be reached in high energy heavy-ion collisions.

The most reliable information about deconfinement parameters comes from
lattice gauge theory calculations. The situation in 1987 was reviewed by Karsch
at the Quark Matter '87' conference [29]. These calculations show a sharp phase
transition when the QCD parameter f3 = 6/g2 ~ 5.5. At this point the ratio c/X1'1,
where £ is the energy density and T is the temperature, changes discontinuously
by an order of magnitude. The critical temperature is found to be of the order
of 200 Mev. This corresponds to an energy density needed for plasma formation
ca2Gev/ fm 3 .

Theoretical studies of the possibility of forming a quark-gluon plasma in
high-energy heavy-ion collisions require an equation of state. In the absence of
something more fundamental we can choose some simple phenomenological form
for this equation. The theory of quarks and gluons in QCD contains two fun-
damental features, asymptotic freedom and confinement. The two features are
incorporated in a simple way in the MIT bag model and in 1982 Satz [30] was
able to show that the SU(2) Yang-Mills system, above the critical temperature for
colour deconfinement, approaches asymptotically free behaviour in accord with
the bag model.

We assume that hadronic matter at a temperature near the critical temper-
ature Tc ~ 200 MeV for the quark gluon phase transition consists mainly of pions
and that at those temperatures the pion is highly relativistic so that its rest mass



can be neglected. If the pion gas is electrically neutral then its entropy density is
given by the black body radiation formula

S7r = Cffr
3 = 4 ^ ( r / / i C ) 3 . (is)

Often theoretical papers use units with Tic = 1. The constant gn = 3 refers to the
number of kinds of pions (TT+, z° and TT~ ). Eq.(18) is obtained from the formula
for the entropy of a system of non-interacting bosons

S = £][(n,- + 1) ln(n; + 1) - m In m]

where n,- is the number of bosons in the ith quantum state. Using a Bose-Einstein
distribution for n; and assuming a zero chemical potential this can be written as

For bosons with zero rest mass moving in a volume V the density of states

p{e) = ̂ ( W
Evaluating the integral gives the entropy density

The integral

where ( is the Riemann zeta function(((2) = ?r2/6 = 1.645, ((3) = 1.202 and
((4) = - 4 / 9 0 = 1.082).

The number of bosons in a system is

which gives a number density

Hence the number density of pions is related to the entropy density by



while the pressure and the energy density are

(20)

These relations fail badly when the temperature falls below the pion rest mass
(« 140 MeV). This equation of state was used by Landau in his 1953 paper on
relativistic hydrodynamics [31].

The above relations are changed in the quark-gluon plasma phase in two
ways. The coefficient in eq.(lS) for the entropy is changed because the fundamental
particles are now quarks and gluons rather than pions. The factor gn is replaced
by

9gg = 9g + (V%)9q (21)

where gg and gq are the numbers of kinds of quarks and gluons. The factor (7/8)
is due to the Fermi statistics of the quarks. For quarks with zero rest mass and
zero chemical potential the integral I3 in the expression for the entropy density is
replaced by

If there are two quark flavours and eight gluon colours then gqg = 37 (gg = 16 and
gq = 24). Hence

Confinement in the bag model is achieved by giving the QCD vacuum a constant
energy density B which restricts the quarks and gluons to small regions of space.
The new expression for the energy density is

£„ = (3/4)c?,r
4 + B (23)

and the pressure is

These two expressions can be derived from a free energy

where V is the plasma volume by using the thermodynamic relations

S = ~(dF/dT)v, P = ~{dF/dV)T.

A droplet of plasma in equilibrium at (P = 0 has a temperature

(24)

Such a droplet has an entropy S = cgflVTc
3, an energy E = STC and a volume

V = E/AB. It could decay by evaporating pions. As it evaporates it shrinks in size

14-



but its temperature remains constant. Numerical estimates can easily be obtained
from these formulae. A quark-gluon plasma with a temperature T = Tc « 200
MeV has T/hc fa 1 fm~3. In this case the entropy density is s « 16 mf~3 and the
energy density is £ & 3.2 fm~3. The entropy density of a pion gas at the same
temperature is s ~ 1.3 fm~3 and is much less than for the plasma because the
degeneracy factor g is much smaller.

The expressions for F, 5, and E for small dropets of quark-gluon plasma
are modified by the inclusion of surface terms. For example the expression for the
free energy for a finite drop can be expanded as

F(T) = FQ(T)V + F!{T)A + F2{T)C + ... (25)

where A is the surface area of the droplet and C is a measure of the average curva-
ture of the surface. These surface corrections could have important consequences
for the behaviour of droplets of quark-gluon plasma, For example the tempera-
ture of a droplet at zero pressure would depend on its size. Thus the temperature
of droplet would change, rather than remaining constant, as it loses energy by
evaporating hadrons.

The contributions to F\ and Fi could have an intrinsic or a dynamic origin.
Farhi and Jaffe [32] argue that the intrinsic contribution to F\ should be small at
T = 0. The dynamic contributions to F\ and Fi are due to the surface corrections
to the density of states of quarks and gluons in a finite droplet. It turns out
that the term proportional to A in the density of states of massless quarks and
gluons is zero and that the curvature term is the leading correction. The density
of states of non-interacting gluons with boundary conditions corresponding to a
perfect chromomagnetic conductor is the same as for the density of states of the
electromagnetic field in a cavity with conducting walls. Balian and Bloch give a
formula for the electromagnetic case [33]. The expression for the density of states
with surface corrections for massless quarks is quoted in a convenient form by
Farhi and Jaffe [32]. The density of states in wave number k is

.( + ) + ..).
Here V, A, Ri and Ri are the volume, surface area and radii of curvature and g is
the degeneracy factor. For zero mass non-interacting quarks Cs = 0, CR = —TT/6
[32], while for massless gluons Cs = 0, CR = 2/37T [33]. The leading correction
to the density of states for massive quarks is proportional to A and a formula is
given by Berger and Jaffe [34]. Thus if quarks have a non-zero mass there will be
a dynamic contribution to the surface tension of a quark matter droplet.



6. HYDRODYNAMICS

In 1953 Landau [31] proposed a theory of relativistic hydrodynamics to
account for phenomena occuring in collisions initiated by high energy cosmic ray
particles. He argued that at the moment of collision a large number of particles
are created which are concentrated in a small volume. The mean free path of
the particles in such a system is very small compared with its dimensions. In
the course of time the system expands but the mean free path in the early stages
remains small. Each element of the system remains in local thermal equilibrium
and this part of the expansion has a hydrodynamic character. Since the velocities
in the system are comparable with the velocity of light relativistic hydrodynamics
have to be used.

The total number of particles is not constant during the hydrodynamic
stage of the expansion. Hence the number of particles emerging from the collision
is determined not by the number created at the instant of the collision but by
the number produced at the second stage of the expansion; that is the stage of
free separation of the particles. This.is the hadronization or the "freeze-out"
stage of the reaction. At the time when he developed his theory Landau had in
mind a fluid consisting mainly of pions. The freeze-out stage occurs when the
temperature of the fluid drops below the pion rest mass. Then the equilibrium
density of pions falls off like exp(—m,r/T), the mean free path becomes relatively
large and hydrodynamics are no longer applicable. Landau pointed out that the
calculation of the number of, pions appearing at the break-up is simplified if the
motion of the fluid is assumed to be adiabatic. Then the entropy in each individual
region of the fluid remains constant during the hydrodynamic expansion and the
number of pions produced can be calculated from the relation (19) between the
pion density and the entropy density.

Now we are interested in the dynamics of the quark-gluon plasma rather
than a pionic fluid. We can still use hydrodynamics provided the mean-free path
of quarks and gluons is small enough so that the plasma is in local thermal equi-
librium. The hydrodynamic expansion of the quark matter fluid depends not
only on the equations of motion but also on the initial conditions. Two forms of
the initial condition have been proposed. One of these corresponds to the initial
condition used by Landau in his 1953 paper and is called the Landau stopping con-
dition. An extensive discussion of this initial condition was given by Feinberg at
the Quarkmatter '87' conference [35]. This boundary condition may apply to the
lower energy BNL experiments [36]. The second is known as the Bjorken scaling
condition and was proposed by Bjorken [37] as being more appropriate for highly
relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions.

In the Landau stopping domain the participating nucleons form a highly
flattened disk at the instant of the collision. The matter in the disk is initially at
rest but is under high pressure and expands rapidly. The disk shape is maintained
during the first stage of the hydrodynamic flow and the expansion is at first one
dimensional along the beam direction. It may become three dimensional at a later
stage.

Bjorken has a different scenario. The two nuclei have the shape of highly



Lorentz contracted pancakes in the centre-of-mass frame of the participating nu-
cleons. The two pancakes interpenetrate so that after a short time we have two
pancakes which recede from the collision points with a speed near the speed of
light. These pancakes contain most of the baryon number of the initial partici-
pating nucleons. The region between the pancakes is called the central rapidity
region. It contains a fluid consisting of the other products of the nucleon-nucleon
collisions. The fluid in the central region is assumed to have a boost invariant flow
pattern. Exact boost invariance would require the fluid to extend from - c o to +00
in both the space cordinate in the z-direction as well as in rapidity. The fluid is
finite in extent so boost invariance can only be an approximation which should be
best in the central rapidity region. In a situation where boost invariance is exact
there is a relation between the transverse energy per unit rapidity range d-Ey/dy
and the initial energy density. For a finite system this leads to an approximate
relation [37]

c 0
 2 1

where TQ is the equilibration time for the plasma and R is its radius. A typical
measured value for (d£V/dy)maE f° r t n e reaction 1 60 -f 197Au at CERN energies
is 60 GeV. Estimates for the other parameters are ro = 1 fm/c and R = 3 fm.
These numbers give £ = 2.1 fm~3. This is less than the estimate s = 3.2 in
the equilibrium plasma at Tc = 200 MeV, but these numbers are estimates and
in any case in a finite system the phase transition would not be sharp. Thus
deconfinement could already be occuring in the present experiments.

Now we write the hydrodynamic equations assuming that there is no dissi-
pation. We follow the argument in Cleymans et al [38] and details can be found
there. We also specialize to the case of a baryon-neutral fluid so that the baryon
chemical potential is zero. The form of the energy momentum tensor

r = (£ + ?)UY-/r
P • (26)

follows from the assumption that it is diagonal and spatially isotropic in a local rest
frame. In eq.(26) e and p are the energy density and pressure, and uff is the fluid
velocity 4-vector. The equations of motion are just the energy and momentum
conservation equations

d^v = 0. (27)

The entropy conservation equation is obtained by contracting eq.(26) with the
velocity 4-vector

uudtlT
flu = 0. (28)

Using the fact that u^u*1 = 1 and u1/dflu
u = 0 one obtains

uud,s + (e+p)dvu
IJ = 0. (29)

The energy density, pressure, entropy density s, temperature T, baryon chemical
potential \IB and the baryon density UB are related by



When the baryon chemical potential is zero this reduces to

e + p = Ts (30)

and we have de — Tds. Using these equations to eliminate s and p in favour of 6
we get the entropy conservation relation

d,(u"s) = 0. (31)

Cleymans et al. [3S] show how to obtain the entropy conservation equation when
the baryon chemical potential is non-zero. A second set of hydrodynamic equations
is obtained by contracting eq.(26) with the tensor g^u — u^u^. This leads to the
following set of equations

(£ + pyu^dfiU,, ~ dup + uvu'ld^p = 0.

Again eliminating £ and p in favour of 5 and T we get

There is a big simplification if we specialize to the case where the flow is
one dimensional in the r-direction. We put

Here 6 is essentially the fluid rapidity. The hydrodynamic equations can be written

in terms of the new variables as

cosh Qdz/dt + sinh 9de/dz + (e + p)(sinh 6d9/dt + cosh 609/Oz) = 0

sinhedp/dt + coshOdp/dz + (e + P)(cosh6d8/dt + smh8d9/dz) = 0.

Next we change from the variables (t, z) to a light cone variable Y and the
proper time r

r = 2 l n 7 T T > r = v ^ 2 - * 2 , (33)

or equivalently
t = r cosh y, 2 = r sinh F. (34)

The partial derivatives with respect to t and z can be transformed as

d/dt = cosh Yd/dr - (1/T) sinh Yd/dY

d/dz = -sinh ya /9r + ( i / r) cosh y a /ay

Then the hydrodynamical equations can be written in the form [38]

Tde/dr + tanh(0 - Y)de/dY + (e + p)[d9/dY + tanh(5 - Y)Td6/dr] = 0, (35)



dp/dY + tanh(0 - Y)rdp/dr + (e + p)[rd6/dT + tanh(0 - Y)d9fdY\. (06)

The important input from physics is the initial condition. Bjorken's scaling
solution corresponds to the initial condition

0(Y,ro) = Y (37)

at the initial proper time r0. It is boost invariant in the sense that 9(Y + Fo, ro) =
Y-{-Yo. These relations are preserved at later proper times and the hydrodynamical
equations become very simple

rde/dr + s + p = 0, dp/dY = 0. (38)

The entropy equation takes a similar form

rds/dr + s = 0

and has the solution
3 = SQTO/T. (39)

Bjorken's solution can hold exactly for all z only if the fluid is infinite in extent and
fills the whole region —oo < z < -fco. It is assumed to give a good approximation
to the flow pattern in the central rapidity region.

7. HADRONIZATION

The equations of hydrodynamics are used to model the complex behaviour
of the central region in a high energy heavy-ion collision. The material in this
region might consist of a dense hadron gas or something more exotic like quark
matter, but it is assumed to evolve like an ideal relativistic fluid until hadronization
occurs. The fluid can break up in a number of ways. One possibility is that as it
expands its temperature drops and the mean free path of the constituent particles
becomes comparable with the dimensions of the system. Another is that the fluid
becomes unstable and breaks up into droplets which then evaporate hadrons.

The first of these possibilities was the one discussed by Landau in his 1953
paper. The freeze-out of hadrons occurs at a particular point in the fluid when the
local temperature drops below some critical value Tc. Landau had in mind a fluid
consisting of pions and nucleons. He argued that when the temperature drops
below the pion rest mass the pion density decreases dramatically and the mean
free path becomes large enough for the constituent hadrons to be essentially free.
This argument leads to a critical temperature comparable with the pion rest mass,
Tc ~ 140 MeV. Hadronization does not occur at a definite time in the laboratory
frame of reference because the freeze-out conditions are defined in the local rest
frame at each point in the fluid. For example in a fluid expanding according to
the Bjorken scaling law freeze-out would occur at the same proper time r for each
element of the fluid.

The possibility that a quark-gluon plasma fluid becomes unstable as it ex-
pands was considered by Bertsch et al. [39]. They assume that the plasma breaks



up into droplets which they call globs. The instability occurs when the pressure
of the fluid drops to P « 0. If the equation of state corresponds to the bag model
discussed in section 5 then the critical temperature Tc is given by eq.(24). Each
droplet has a collective velocity determined by the local velocity of the fluid at the
point of its origin. Superimposed on this is a thermal motion at a temperature
Tc- The droplets evaporate by emitting pions. As they evaporate they shrink in
size and eventually disappear. They can also absorb pions. There are two limiting
cases.
a. The rate at which the droplets separate is so slow that any given droplet
can emit and absorb many pions and the conversion into pions is adiabatic. The
number of pions emitted is determined by entropy conservation and is given by
eq.(19). Using the relation between the internal energy of a droplet and its entropy,
the total number of pions evaporated is jVV = [7/3.6TC, where U is the total internal
energy of the droplets.
b. Evaporation takes place with little reabsorption. Then energy conservation
determines the number of pions. Each pion is emitted with an average energy 2.7
Tc and Nn = U/2.7TC.
Bertsch et al. assume a transition temperature Tc = 200 MeV. Then a droplet
with a radius of 1 fm has an energy of 13 GeV. Such a droplet would evaporate
a net total of about IS pions if it emits and reabsorbs many pions (case a) and
24 if there is little reabsorption (case b). In case (a) a smaller number of pions
evaporate but the droplets interact through the emission and reabsorption process.
The extra energy goes into collective motion of the droplets.

The evaporation of pions from an uncharged droplet with a temperature T
can be calculated using the black-body radiation law. The rate dW for pions to
evaporate into a volume element d3p of momentum space is given by the detailed
balance formula

Here a « ~R2 is the cross-section for a pion with speed v to be absorbed by the
droplet of radius R. The factor 3 in eq.(40) is due to the three charge states of
the pions. Integrating this formula and neglecting the pion rest mass (mn << T)
gives an emission rate

W = 0.366c- c(TJhcf.

Bertsch et al. [39] use this formula to estimate the rate at which globs emit pions.
They assume that a droplet with radius rg absorbs any incident pion coming within
a distance rg + d so that the cross section a = ir(rg + d)2 and Tc = 200 MeV. The
numerical value of the evaporation rate is W = 1.2 c/fm for rg + d = 1 fm. The
total time for a glob of this size to evaporate would be about 15 fm/c or 5 x 10" 3

s.
The distribution of transverse momentum p? as a function of rapidity can

be obtained by changing variables in the volume element

d3p = 2~prdpTdpz = Trdp^dp- =



where we have calculated

(dpz/dy)Pt = mT coshy = E

from eq,(5). For a fixed y the distribution of px is

NpTmTCOShydpT
aVV

e(mTcoshj,)/T_

energy nucleon-nucleon collisions and can be detected by the decay branch J/^ —»•
f.i+ + fx~. Under normal conditions the cc are held together by a confining QCD
interaction. Matsui and Satz [42] predicted that the cc interaction in a quark-gluon
plasma would be reduced by the Debye screening of the colour charge and that
under such conditions the J/i/> particle might not be bound. In a nucleon-nucleon
collision parton-parton interactions produce cc pairs. The resonant interaction
between the c and c leads to J/ip production. If, however the cc production occurs
in a quark-gluon plasma then the pair finds itself ir. a deconfining environment. If
the temperature is high then the interaction is not strong enough to bind the pair

where N is a normalization constant. If T >> mK we can neglect the pion rest
mass so that px ~ my.Then the average transverse momentum of the pions is

h T 2.7T
< pT >= 7 r - = —r—. (43).

12 cosh]/ coshy
The NA35 collaboration measured px distributions of negatively charged

particles (mainly negative pions) in 160 -f Au collisions at 200 GeV/n and com-
pared the results with those obtained from p -f p collisions at the same energy.
The px distributon (rapidity range 2 < y < 4) for the p 4- p case is well fitted by a
thermal source (42) with a temperature T = 135 ±2 MeV. The px spectrum in the
0 + Au case (rapidity range 2 < y < 3) has a more complicated shape (Strobele r ,_.
[40]) with an excess of particles with low px- The spectrum has been fitted by p>
assuming two thermal sources with different temperatures and intensities Nx and ^v^tAr-c
No. The temperatures of the two sources are Tx = 43 ± 6 MeV and T^ — 153 ± 5 ^ i i \
Mev with N\jNi = 0.23 ± 0.07. The origin of the low energy component is not
well understood and could be a signal of some kind of interesting phenomenon.
The NA35 collaboration has also investigated the px distributions of Ko, A and
anti-A particles by measuring the charged decay products [6], The px distribu-
tions of neutral pions has been studied by the WA80 collaboration [41]. They
observe the pions by detecting their decay ganA:na rays in the SAPHIR detector.
The px distribution of the neutral pions in the WASO experiment is similar to the
distribution for charged pions from p + p collisions but the data do not extend to
low enough px values and cannot give any information about the low temperature
source seen in the NA35 experiment.

8. J/^ SUPPRESSION

The J/?/i particle is a bound state of c and c quarks. It is produced in high



and the J/?/> will not be produced. The c and c will follow separate trajectories
and will eventually combine with normal quarks to form charmed mesons.

A number of conditions have to be satisfied for the formation of J/zjj to be
suppressed, i) The J /0 should not escape from the production region before the
plasma is formed, ii) The temperature and density of the plasma should be high
enough. At the same time the possibility of other non-plasma mechanisms of J/?/>
suppression should be considered .
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Fig. 2. Sketch of 3/ip production cross section. The open points
correspond to central collisions (large BT) and the solid points to
peripheral collisions (small ET). The data are normalized to the
same Drell-Yan background.

The CERN NA38 experiment [43]was designed to investigate J / ^ suppres-
sion. The detector in the experiment consists mainly of a muon spectrometer and
an electromagnetic calorimeter. The low probability of producing a muon pair in
a hadronic collision requires a high luminosity,achieved by an intense beam and
a thick target. The electromagnetic calorimeter measures the total transverse en-
ergy of the charged reaction products in the pseudo-rapidity range 1.7 < 77 < 4.1.
A quark-gluon plasma is more likely to be formed in a central collision rather than
in a peripheral collision. Central collisions are characterized by large values of ET-
Hence the Debye screening argument of Matsui and Satz suggests a suppression
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of J/?/> production in events with large ET as compared to those with small
A M+/J~ pair detected in coincidence in a relativistic heavy-ion collision

could have been produced in one of three different ways.
a) The pair could result from the decay of a J/i/> particle formed in the collision.
b) The two muons could have been produced by some other pair creation mecha-
nism. One example is the Drell-Yan process in which the [i+(i~~ pair is formed by
a (q, q) annihilation. Drell-Yan pairs with a large invariant mass would be formed
in the initial stages of a collision and there is no reason why their formation should
be affected by the formation of a quark-gluon plasma.
c) The fi+ and p.~ might have been formed independently from the weak decays of
pions or kaons. The cross section for this process can be calculated from measured
/ J + ; Z + and fJ.~fJ>~ cross-sections.

Fig. 2 is a sketch of the fi+/i~ invariant mass spectrum for events selected
according to the value of ET- The cross section due to pairs produced indepen-
dently (process (c)) has been subtracted out. The smooth background is assumed
to be due to the Drell-Yan process and in the figure the curves for the two ranges
of ET have been normalized to give the same background. The peak in the distri-
bution has the correct invariant mass (3 GeV) of a pair produced by the decay of
the J/T/J. The width of the peak is due to the instrumental resolution of ihe detec-
tor. The results of the experiment show clearly that 3/ip particles are produced
and that the production cross-section is smaller, by a factor of two, relative to
the smooth background for the central collisions as compared with the peripheral
collisions.

The J/T/> suppresion has also been measured as a function of PT of the rg-
fj.+fi~ pair. The suppression effect disappears gradually as the PT value of the -̂
J/i/> increases. The experiment also shows that the Drell-Yan background has no
such PT dependence. This effect was predicted by Matsui and Satz [42]. A cc
pair with large PT escape from the plasma and bind to form a J/i/> when they get
outside.

The results of the NA3S experiment are clear. There is a suppression of
J/tp relative to the Drell-Yan background for central collisions. No such effect
is seen in proton-nucleus collisions. But do the results really demonstrate the
existence of the quark-gluon plasma? It is too early to reach a definite conclusion.
More theoretical work needs to be done to test alternative explanations. Several
such explanations have been proposed [44] and there is even a suggestion that the
plasma should enhance the 3/ip production [45].

9. PION INTERFEROMETRY

A high energy heavy ion collision goes through an intermediate state which
might be a collection of excited colour strings or a quark-gluon plasma or a
hadronic fluid. In each of these models there is a point where the intermedi-
ate state breaks up into independent hadrons. The study of -~?c~ interferometry
gives a way to measure the time scale of the intermediate state and the size of
the system at freeze-out. Pion interferometry is a generalization of the Hanbury-
Brown and Twiss method and uses the Bose nature of the pion to probe the spacial



and temporal extension of the intermediate stage of a heavy ion collision. Some
recent theoretical references are Pratt [46], Kolehmainen and Gyulassy [47] and
Bertsch et al. [48].

The basic idea of pion interferometry can be explained simply in the case of a
static monochromatic source. Then it can easily be extended to a time-dependent
source. Pion radiation from an extended monochromatic source is observed with
two detectors at points D] and D2 a long way from the source and coincidences
between pairs of negative pions are measured. The vectors pi and P2 are wave
vectors directed from the centre of the source to the detectors at Dj and Do-
They correspond to the momenta of the pions detected ta Di and D2. Pions are
produced at points sQ and st> in the source with amplitudes A(sa) and .4(sb)-
The total amplitude for detection of two pions, one at Di and the other at D2 is
proportional to

.4(1.2) = -— /d3sad
3sb/i(sa)A(sb)[e i(P1-s*+P2-Sb)

 + e
i ( p i - S b + P 2 ' s J ] . (44)

where N is a normalization constant. The two terms in the square brackets in
this equation arise because of the Bose symmetry of the pions. In the first term
the source at sn produces the pion detected at Di and the source at sb produces
the pion detected at D2. In the second term it is the other way around. In
order to calculate the average intensity < |>i(l,2)|2 > we assume that the source
amplitudes are gaussian random variables so that the average

Am(r)A*(s)A(t)A(u) >=< A*(r)A{t) >< A*{S)A{VL) > +

<A*{r)A(u)xA'(s)A(t)>. (45)

We also assume that the average < A(t)A(u) >= 0. The average < ;4*(s
is a kind of density matrix for the source. A source density can be defined by taking
the Wigner transform

2?(s,p) = fdh < A*(s + £t)4(s - it) > e*\ (46)

Semi-classically £>(s,p) is proportional to the probability of producing a pion at
the point s with momentum p.

The pion intensity I(pi) at the detector Dj is proportional to Jd3sD(s, pi)
with a corresponding expression for I(ps). If the amplitudes at different points in
the source are uncorrelated then

< A'(sa)A(sh) >= D(sa)<5(sa - sb). (47)

In this case the source density is independent of p and using the definition (44) of
.4(1,2) and the property (47) we obtain

A{1,2)|2 >= |JV|2 J /*d3sad
3sbJD(sa)i;(sb)[l+cos(p1-p2).(s0-sb)]. (48)
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Equation (48) can also be written as

|A(1,2)|2 = /(Pi)/(p2)-R(pi,P2) (49)

where

R(P1 P2) = 1 + f / d 3 s ° d 3 s b - P ^ ) I J ( S b ) COS(P1 ~ P2).(Sg ~ Sb)

The correlation function i?(pi, P2) is a result of the interference between the two
waves in the amplitude (44). In the case of a general source density D(s, p) eq.(49)
still holds but the correlation function is replaced by

n ) ^ 1 I //d3S^3sb-P(Sa.P)J)(Sb,P)cO5(Pl-P2)-(Sa-Sb) , .

where P = | ( p i + P2)- When the source is time dependent then s is the position-
time 4-vector and p is the momentum-energy 4-vector. The integrals in eqs.(50)
are four dimensional integrals over space-time variables.

Experimental results on ir~x~ correlations are often analysed in terms of a
three parameter gaussian fit

where QT = PIT ~ P2T 1S the transverse component of the momentum difference,
QL = Piz ~ Piz is the longitudinal component and A is a chaoticity parameter.
This form woud arise from an uncorrelated source with a gaussian intensity distri-
bution. The correlation function -R(pi, P2) is a function only of (pi — P2) for an
uncorrelated source and the parameters Rj< and Ri give a measure of the trans-
verse and longitudinal dimensions of the source. If p^ — P2 then eq.(50) shows
that A = 1. Correlations between pions with different energies would give A < 1.
Pratt [46] and Kolehmainen and Gyulassy [47] argue that the actual correlation
function should be rather different and should depend on the reaction time as well
as the source size. Bertsch et al. [48] have proposed a parametrization which is
Lorentz covariant and incorporates some aspects of a realistic flow pattern and
time dependence. The form they use is

D(r,P) = /(pT)re-(r/r°>V(rT/*>V<y-^/yc2. (52)

Here y is the rapidity associated with the energy and momentum of a particle (eq.2)
and Y is the rapidity variable denned in eq.(33) associated with the position and
time. The parameters To, R and yo characterize the source and should be deter-
mined by fitting the experimental data. Bertsch et al. show that the correlation
in Qi is sensitive to the longitudinal dimension of the source but point out that
QT has two components if the average momentum of the pions has a transverse
component . One of these is parallel to P-p. They call this the outward component



and denote it by Q3ide- There are some fits to data obtained by the NA35
group using this method of analysis [6] but more experiments are needed to obtain
good information about the characteristics of the intermediate state of the reaction.

10. CONCLUSION

Much progress in our understanding of relativistic heavy ion physics has be
made over the past few years. Many very interesting experiments are in progress
and results are already available which provide insight and which will act as a
guide to future theoretical work. Independent nucleon string models like the Lund
model have been developed to the stage where detailed predictions can be made.
These models are reasonably successful at describing ET and multiplicity distri-
butions but are not so successful for pr distributions. At present they do not say
anything about Jftp suppression or about pion interferometry. More theoretical
work is needed on quark-gluon plasma models. At the most fundamental level it
is very important to have more detailed predictions about the deconfining phase
transition. The hadronization stage of &• reaction needs to be understood better in
order to be able to make precise predictions about the distributions of the reaction
products and to identify places where there are significant differences between the
predictions of string models and quark-gluon plasma models.
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Table 2: Acceptances of Running Heavy Ion Experiments at the CERN Linac
PS - SPS Complex

Exp. Plab/A

IGeV/c]
yf Detector

160+Au
Acceptance

Na34 200
Helios

3.03 2.37 U-Cal
LA-Cal
Si-Mult
Ext. Spec.

Ring Cal
PPD
ZDC

Ring Cal
PPD
ZDC

Streamer Ch.

-0.1 <

0.9 < n
0.9 < n
£• < 5°

2.08 <
1.95 <
0 < 9 <
5.9 < n
2.28 <
2.18 <
0 < e <
5.9 < h
0.6 < y

<
<

n.

0

n
0

<

< 5.5

4.9
2.0

< 3.72
< 3.37
.3°

< 3.94
< 3.61
.3°

4.6

Na35 60

200

2.42

3.03

1.80

2.37

Na36 200 3.03 2.37 TPC

Na38 200 3.03 2.37 EH Cal
Di-Huon

2 < *i < 4.2
2 < H < 4 GeV/cZ

2.8 < n < 4.0

VA80 200 3.03 2.37 ZDC

MIRAC
MIRAH
LAM
Plastic Ball

SAPHIR

0 < 6 < 0.3°
5.9 < n
2.4 < n < 5.5
2.17 < n < A.74
1.3 < n < 2.4
30 < 9 < 160°
1.31 > n
1.5 < n < 2.1
A* < 20"

WA85 200 3.03 2.37 8 Spectr. 2.2 < y < 3.2
pt> 0.6 GeV/c

For experiments vhere the configuration did not change with beam energy,
it is listed under 200 GeV/c
LA-Cal: Liquid Argon Calorimeter
PPD: Photon. Position Detector
HIRAC: Hid Rapidity Calorimeter
Saphir: Pb Glass Photon Detector

MIRAH: Hid Rapidity Multiplicity
LAM : Large Angle Multiplicity



Table 1: Acceptances of Running Heavy Ion Experiments at the
AGS Complex. Also listed are the beam momentum and the rapidities
of the nucleon-nucleon and central fireball cm systems.

Exp.

EB02

E810

E814

Plab/A

[GeV/c]

14.5

14.5

10.0
14.5

ynn

1.71

1.71

1.53
1.71

yf
160+Au

1.21

1.21

1.03
1.21

Detector

ZDC

Pb-Glass
THA

Magn. Spec.

TPC

Nal + U-Cal
TCAL

Si-Mult
PCAL
FSCAL

Acceptance

•
o < e < i.7°

n > 4.21
1.2 < n<. 2.4

6< 9 < 147 •
-1.22 < n < 2.95
variable

5 < 9 < 55°
62 =25msr

1.2 < y < 4

1.7 < t] < 3
9 > 45°

. n < 0.88
1 < n < 4
0.95 < h. < 4
Y\ < 1°
0 > 4.75

ZDC: Zero Degree Calorimeter
THA: Target Multiplicity Array
U-CALt Uranium/Scintillator Calorimeter
TCAL: Target Calorimeter
Si-Hult: Silicon Multiplicity Counter
PCAL: Participant Calorimeter
FSCAL: Forward Spectrometer and Calorimeter
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0
0
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6
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7
B

a
0
0
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0
0
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0
0
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C: 0E
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1
1
1
1
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- 1 7
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1
1
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- 2 7
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1
1
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- 1 7
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1
1
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-17

1
1
1
1

Q D
1 0

- 1 0
1 0
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 1

-1 0
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 1

-1 1
0 1
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1

- 1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
1 0
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0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

[
38 LINES
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PI +
P I B -
K +
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S64
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083
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4.106

28.B85
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6.511
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3 . 2 8 2
3 . 2 2 9
3 . 2 2 3

. 0 5 9
2 . 3 7 9

. B S O
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102.SB2
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38 .017

2 . 5 5 0
3 5 . 4 6 6

7.0B9
2 .149
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5 . 7 0 7
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5.276
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ENERGY
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9 8 . 6 6 8
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3 8 . 0 1 B
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MASS
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. 1 4 0
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.135
. 1 3 5
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.000
.000
.000

1.231
.140
.938
.135
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.000
.135

1 . 2 3 2
. 7 6 7
. 5 4 9
. 1 4 0
.769
.000
. 0 0 0
. 9 4 0
.135
.140
.135
.000
.000
.140
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.000
.000
.000
.000
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1
2
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4
5
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7
8
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ORI
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
6
6
7
0
0

665
666
666
668
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CODE
24
64
24
23
17
29

- 1 9
1
1

42
- 1 7

1
1
1
1

18
- 1 7

38
42
17

23
1
1
1
1

Q
0

- l
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

- 1
0
0
0
0
1

- 1
0
0
1

6
0
0
0
0

D
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

i
0
0
0
0

PARTICLE
ETA
D E L T -
ETA
PIO
PI +
K* 0
K B
GAMM
GAMM
N 0
PT B-
GAMM
GAMM
GAMM
GAMM
K +
PI B
K0L
N 0
PI +

PIO
GAMM
GAMM
GAMM
GAMM

D
D
D
D

D
D

-

D

PX
-0.131

0.687
0.090

-0.594
O.035

-0.958
0.921
0.214

-0.345
0.450
0.237
0.175

-0.085
-0.458
-0.135
-1.024

0.066
0.921

-0.153
0.624

- 0 7 3 1
-0.012

0.042
-0.049
-0.183

PV
-0.486

0.075
0.162
0,258

-0.433
0.247

-0.055
-0.140
-0.346

0.269
-0.194
-0.118

0.280
0.182
0.076
0.168
0.079

-0.055
-0.490
-0.174

oiow
-0.024

0.116
0.036

-0.022

PZ
11.660
28.977
2.385
3.888
0.837
1.460
3,227
3.865
7.795

21.894
7.083
1.649
0.736
2.586
1.302
1.354
0.106
3.227

104.465
18.171

o!o6i
0.037

-0.005
0.068

-0.007

ENERGY
11.684
29.012
2.454
3.944
0.953
1.979
3.393
3.873
7.811

21.921
7.091
1.663
0.792
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1.311
1.776
0.203
3.393

104.471
18.183

01275
0.046
0.124
0.091
0.184

MASS
0.549
1.233
0.549
0.135
0.140
0.898
0.498
0.000
0.000
0.940
0.140
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.00O
0.494
0.140
0.498
0.940
0.140

0J35
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000


